Collection of wooden toys
designed and carefully
manufactured in Poland by Bajo.

79020
Fox figure
12 x 12,5 x 2 cm

78810
Gruffalo & Mouse figures
Gruffalo: 11 x 7 x 21 cm
Mouse: 6 x 5 x 11 cm

79030
Owl figure
13 x 15 x 2 cm

Children will love to play
with all the characters
from ’The Gruffalo’.

79040
Snake figure
14 x 9,5 x 2 cm

78840
Gruffalo & Mouse
push along toy
37 x 11 x 42 cm

78880
Mini Gruffalo figurine
8 x 6 x 15 cm
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Watch Mouse run around Gruffalo
as you push the toy forward. When
Mouse is tired of running you can
take Gruffalo off the toy and play with
him separately.

78860
Gruffalo character
puzzle
12 x 1,5 x 19,5 cm
4 pc

4 pieces puzzle

78820
Gruffalo alphabet blocks
(4 x 4 x 2 cm) x 26 pc

78890
Gruffalo alphabet blocks
German version
(4 x 4 x 2 cm) x 26 pc

79000
Gruffalo display
*Toys not included

Help little ones to read with these two-sided alphabet
blocks. Images and example words have been taken
from the world of the Gruffalo and beautifully printed
on smooth wooden blocks. Build them, stack them or
join them to make new words.

78940
Magnetic board
display
26 x 19 x 0,5 cm

78920F

*Magnetic figure (1)
is not included.

78920G

78930
Gruffalo wardrove
Theatre

79010 (1 - 5)
Gruffalo magnetic
creatures set
18 magn.
45mm diameter
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78920
Gruffalo peg

78850
Gruffalo double
sided puzzle
(4 x 4 x 2 cm) x 9 pc

Slender block puzzle with two scenes
to build. Recreate the pictures from the
best-selling stories ”The Gruffalo” and
”The Gruffalo’s Child”, or use them as
building blocks.

78830
Gruffalo wooden theatre
30 x 17 x 6 cm
18 pc
Recreate the Gruffalo story with this 18 piece
wooden theatre. The theatre can be large or small
depending on how you put the stage together.
There are two possible backgrounds with lots of
extra pieces including trees, grass and rocks, and
of course the five main characters.

78870
Gruffalo yo-yo
30 x 17 x 6 cm
78870ST
Gruffalo display
for yo-yo

78870S

78870F

wooden toys

78870O

78870M
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